
GPS Just Got Way Smarter

It makes your fleet smarter. 

ACCIDENT AND CLAIMS MANAGEMENT SUPPORT

For More Info Visit: ManagedMobile.com

Smart Telematics Powered By

audio warnings and alerts.
and coach high-risk drivers to drive safely and responsibly. Proactively ensure driver safety with  in-cab 
practices such as hard braking, acceleration, speeding, sharp cornering and excessive idling. Monitor, alert 
Reduce accident rates and minimize vehicle wear and tear by monitoring and addressing unsafe driving 

valuable insights for accident reconstruction and liability to separate no-fault claims from at-fault claims.
cameras, speed, braking, acceleration, trip summary, location, weather, and time of day. It provides 
Our dashboard provides critical data about an accident including video from both road and driver facing 

platform built on AI/ML (artificial intelligence/machine learning).
Managed Mobile's FLEETVISION360 is a GPS and telematics 

IMPROVE DRIVER BEHAVIOR

repossession of vehicle if stolen.
maintenance issues, accidents and unauthorized use. Monitor for theft, track and aid for recovery / 
safety with alerts for geofence violations, aggressive driving, speeding, excessive idle time, vehicle 
Minimize your fleet and driver safety risk by remotely monitoring vehicle location at all times. Ensure asset 
ENSURE ASSET SAFETY

into fleet and fuel utilization to maximize ROI.
fuel consumption, idle time and mileage that can result in significant cost savings. Access detailed insights 
vehicle maintenance, driver behavior, accident analysis and more. Automatically log all vehicle trips & monitor 
Our AI/ML-powered data platform provides actionable insights into fleet utilization, predictive and preventive 
INCREASE OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY

route optimization, and much more!
everything from location, to cameras, fuel consumption, maintenance issues (DTSC),driver behavior, 
With Sense+Vision smart telematics we connect directly to your vehicle ECM to gain real-time access for 

MAXIMIZE UPTIME AND REDUCE FLEET MAINTENANCE

increase uptime with robust vehicle usage data.
before they lead to bigger problems and potential breakdowns. Gain better visibility into fleet utilization & 
Maintain the health of the fleet by monitoring maintenance that can help address minor issues early on 

Or Call Us  At: 888-633-0250


